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•  Is this good enough to guarantee safe 
operations?
Operations
•  Variability impacts preemption operations
•  Variability in traffic signal operations
►Due to unknown controller state 
at preemption initiation
►Affects right-of-way transfer time 
•  Variability in rail operations
►Due to “train handling”
►Affects warning times
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Data Collection
•  Train monitoring opportunities at TTI 
►Instrumented rail corridor in College Station, TX 
►Good relationship with City of College Station
•  Train data collection
►Logged signal changes 
►Logged preemptions 
►Logged lights & gates 
►Logged train arrivals
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Track clearance green may end before 
warning lights start to flash
Vehicles have no indication of impending 
train arrival and may cross tracks
But the track clearance 
interval has already 
expired! m
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Solutions





















Treat the Cause (one method)
Treat the Cause (one method)
Conclusion
Be aware of the potential problems of 
advance preemption
Take the necessary steps to avoid (or at 
least minimize the probability of) the 
preempt trap
Consider design and operational
scenarios




More extensive presentation 
Manual on good practice 
E-Mail: roelof@tamu.edu
Questions?
